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Abstract
This paper studies the problem of
identification and extraction of structured data
items from the nested and flat records of given
web pages. Each of such pages may contain
several groups of structured records. Most of
the existing methods still have certain
limitations. In this paper, we propose a more
novel and effective technique for the
extraction of data items. Given a page, the
proposed technique first identifies the data
region based on the visual clue information. It
then extracts each record from the data region
and identifies it whether it is a flat or nested
records based on visual information – the area
covered and the number of data items present
in each record. The next step is data items
extraction from these records and transferring
them into the database. Once the data items are
present in the database knowledge discovery
can be carried out. This technique extracts data
items fro the both nested and flat records. Our
experimental results show that the proposed
technique is effective and better than existing
techniques.
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1. Introduction
More and more companies manage their business and
publish their products and services on the Web.
Collecting and organizing these dynamic information
can produce the data for many value-added
applications. In order to collate and compare the prices
and features for products from the various Web sites,
we need tools to extract attribute descriptions of each
product (called data object) within a specific region
(called data region) in pages.
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Fig 1: A schematic view of a webpage
As shown in Fig. 1, There are many irrelevant
components intertwine with the descriptions of data
objects in Web pages. These items include
advertisement bar, product category, search panel,
navigator bar, and copyright statement. In many Web
pages, there are normally more than one data object
intertwined together in a data region. Furthermore, the
raw source of the Web page for depicting the objects
might be non-contiguous. So it is difficult to discover
the attributes for each object.
In real applications, what the users want from complex
Web pages is the description of individual data object
derived from the partitioning of data region. The
approaches [2],[3],[4],[5],[8] have been proposed in
literature to address the problem of web data extraction,
which is also called wrapper generation.
This paper proposes a novel and more effective method
to extract data items in a web page automatically. The
model is called VCED (Visual Clue based Extraction of
web Data from flat and nested data records) which is a
list based approach. It finds the data items formed by all
types of tags.
Given a web page, it works in two main steps.
i) Identification and Extraction of data region based on
visual clue [location of data region/ data records/ data
items on the screen at which the tags are rendered]
information of web pages.
ii)Identification of data records and extraction of data
items from it.
Experimental evaluation shows that the technique is
highly effective.

2. The Proposed System Model
The proposed model is called VCED which is an
extension of VSAP[10] technique, which extracts the
data region from a given web page.
The system model of the VCED technique is shown in
Fig 2. It consists of the following components.
1.
2.
3.

Extraction of data records
Identification of data records
Extraction of data fields

record is obtained from the offsetHeight property of the
HTMLObjectElement. Next the average height of the
records is calculated. The average height of all the
records provides the approximate height of each record
The height of each data record is compared with the
average height, if the height of the child is greater than
or equal to the average height then the data record is
extracted.
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Fig. 2 System Model
The output of each component is the input of for the
next component
Fig 3 illustrates an example which is a segment of web
page that shows flat and nested data records.

Fig. 3 An example of Flat and Nested data records
The procedure Extract Data Record, extracts the flat
and nested records from given data region. It is as
follows.

Definition 1: A flat data records is defined as a
collection of data items that together represents a single
meaningful entity.
i.e., the product having single size, look, price etc.,
Definition 2: A nested data is defined as one that
provides multiple description of the same entity.
i.e., the same type of products but different sizes, looks,
prices etc.,
2.1 Extraction of data records
Extraction of data records is based on visual clues. In
the first step of the proposed technique, we determine
the height of all the data records. This approach uses
the MSHTML parsing and rendering engine that gives
the height of each data record. The height of the data

Fig. 4 Filtered data region

Procedure ExtractDataRecord(dataRegion)
{
THeight=0
For each child of dataRegion
BEGIN
THeight += height of the bounding
rectangle of child
END
AHeight = THeight/no of children of
dataRegion
For each child of dataRegion
BEGIN
If height of child’s bounding rectangle >
AHeight
BEGIN
dataRecord=child
END
END
}
Fig. 5 shows extracted data records from the data region
of Fig.4.

Fig .5 Extracted data records
2.2 Identification of data records
Identification of data records as flat or nested is
essential in order to simplify the task of extracting the
data items, which is very much needed for various
applications as mentioned.
This technique determines the data fields for each data
record within the data region based on the tags. Various
tags such as <TD>, <TR>, <A>, <IMG>, represent the
data fields. By counting these tags as they are
encountered the number of fields is obtained. The flat
record gives description of a single entity whereas the
nested data record gives multiple description of a single
entity, so the data fields in flat records are less as
compared to that of nested records. Experimental
observations have proved that the number of fields in

the nested data records is approximately minimum of
40% more than that of the flat records. The number of
fields in the first record is compared with the number of
fields in the next record. If the number of fields is more
than 40% then it is a nested record else it is a flat
record. Suppose a condition is encountered where the
number of fields is equal then determining whether the
record is flat or nested becomes ambiguous. In order to
overcome this problem the record is compared with the
third record and so on till the condition is sufficed.
The procedure identify nested data record, identifies
whether the record is flat or nested based on the number
of data items present in the data record.
Procedure IdentifyNestedData(dataRecord[I],
dataRecord[I+1])
{ noofField[I]=0
For I 1 to no of records
BEGIN
noofFields [I]=noofFields[I]+noofFields in the
record[I]
END
DO
For I 1 to no of records
BEGIN
For dataRecord [I], dataRecord[I+1]
IF the no of fields in the [I+1] th record>=40%
of the no of fields in the [I] th record
The [I+1]th record is a nested data record
ELSE
The [I] th record is a nested data record
END
WHILE (EOF)
}
In Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b shows the identified nested and
flat data records. In Fig.6a the number of data fields is
12 and in Fig.6b the number of data fields is 7. The
number of data fields in Fig 6a is 58.3% more than the
number of data fields in Fig 6b. From this observation it
is clear that 6a is nested data record and 6b is flat data
record.

Fig 6a: Identified nested data record
No. of data fields = 12

Fig 6b: Identified flat data record
No. of data fields = 7

2.3 Extraction of data fields from the extracted
records.
Once the record is being extracted and identified
the next step is to extract the data fields from the data
records. The data fields are extracted based on the
following algorithms.
Procedure ExtractNesteddatafields()
{
extract nested records from Flatdata file.
For I From the start of the file to the END of
file
BEGIN
Extract the data fields row by row
END
Store the data fields in the file.
}
The above algorithm explains how data fields are
extracted from nested records. First the file in which the
nested data records are stored is navigated. The file is
navigated using the absolute path of the file. Then the
file is read line by line till the end of file. The data
fields are extracted row by row. Each data field has a
bounding rectangle associated with it. The data fields
are extracted using these bounding rectangles. When a
bounding rectangle is recognized the respective data
field is extracted and stored in a file.
ProcedureExtractFlatdatafields()
{
extract nested records from Flatdata file.
For I From the start of the file to the end
BEGIN
Extract the data fields row by row
END
Store the data fields in the file.
}
The above algorithm explains the extraction of data
fields from the extracted and identified flat records. The
procedure for extracting the data fields from flat records
is same as mentioned above for the nested records.

3. Conclusion:
In this paper we proposed a more effective and better
technique to perform the automatic data extraction from
the flat nested data records from the web pages. Given a
web page our method first identifies and extracts the
data records based on the visual clue information. It
than counts the number of the data items in the each
records and then identifies it as either flat or nested.
The extracted data fields are then stored in file.

Although the problem has been studied by several
researchers, existing techniques either inaccurate or
make many strong assumptions. The VCED is a pure
visual clue based extraction of flat and nested data
records.
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